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Overarching Reporting Goals
y Effective, efficient reporting

•
•
•

Reduce need for data requests by providing relevant data that can be
reviewed and analyzed in numerous ways by various stakeholders
Seek to optimize data for analysis, but continue to allow for ease of
use and printing
Systemize data reporting where possible to reduce administrative time
for inputs

y Harmonized, aligned reporting

•

Use of similar forms/data sets for different reports will facilitate
provision of data, aid in quality control, and reduce stakeholder
inquiries

y Maximize benefits of three-year structure

•
•

Long-term perspective levels out anomalies in savings, benefits and
spending to provide more accurate view of results and future planning
Greater focus on implementation and energy savings
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Improved Reporting Objectives
y Standardize and streamline PA and statewide reporting
y Leverage extensive data currently collected
y Consider regulatory concerns and preserve customer
y
y
y
y

privacy
Examine most cost-effective solution to address many
competing interests
Draw on past experience (e.g. 2010-2012) to determine
what reporting improvements or changes should be made
Be compatible with PA tracking systems
Support efficient, effective, reliable reporting
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Questions to Consider on Reporting
y What is the purpose of the report?
y What is the value of the report?
• Does it provide data that can improve program delivery,
reliability, planning and/or cost-effectiveness?
• Will it lead to increased energy or cost savings?
y Do the benefits of the report justify the costs?
• Does it provide information that is not available elsewhere?
• Is it used by a significant number of people/organizations?
• What is the cost/effort of acquiring the necessary data?
• Will acquiring the data create barriers to program participation?
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Current Reporting Overview

Current Data Reporting: Overview

y Multiple Recipients
y Different Purposes and Categories

of Information
y Different Intervals
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Current Data Reporting:
To Whom, Report, Interval
REPORT

INTERVAL

Three-Year Performance Reports*

Three Years

Plan-Year Performance Reports*

Annually

Three-Year Plan*

Three Years

PARIS**

Annually, Three Years

RCS

Quarterly

Dashboard

Monthly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Three-Year Plan*

Three Years

ISO-NE

FCM

Monthly

OTHER

Ad Hoc

Ad Hoc

DPU

DOER
EEAC

* Includes DPU 08-50 Tables by PA for DPU and statewide for EEAC
**PARIS refers to “Program Administrator Reporting information System,” developed by DOER.
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Current Data Reporting:
Categories by Report
Category
Participants
Savings
(Primary Fuel)
Savings
(Secondary
Fuels)

EEAC
Dashboard

EEAC Quarterly
Report

DPU three-Year
Performance
Report*

Screening
Model/ DOER
PARIS*

Monthly, Sector
Level
Monthly, Sector
Level

4x year, Program
Level
4x year, Program
Level

1x year, Program
Level
1x year, Program
Level

1x year, Measure
Level
1x year, Measure
Level

Not Applicable

2x year, Program
Level

1x year, Program
Level

1x year, Measure
Level

Cost

Monthly, Sector
Level

Benefits

Not Applicable

Screening

Not Applicable

Other

Not Applicable

Other

4x year, By
1x year, By
1x year, By
Category, Program Category, Program Category, Measure
Files provided to
Level
Level
Level
EEAC Consultants at
2x year, Aggregated
1x year, By
1x year, By
Core Initiative Level
Category, Program Category, Program Category, Measure
Level
Level
Level
1x year, all
1x year, all
information
information
Not Applicable
necessary for B/C
necessary for B/C
screening, Program screening, Measure
Level
Level
Avoided Costs,
GHG Information,
EERF, End Use,
Not Applicable
DOER RCS Report
GHG, LBR, etc.

*Same information may also be provided with Plan-Year versions

Updated and Future Reporting

EEAC Quarterly Reports- Quantitative
y Quarterly report provides best available current

information, including utilizing updated evaluation studies
• New studies filed with the Annual Report are applied in Q3
y Data for each quarter is presented in a cumulative manner
in order to provide the most accurate current information
each quarter
• Thus, the Q3 report includes new studies filed with the Annual Report
as applied to the entire year-to-date

y Report has been reformatted as pivot tables to allow for

additional outputs, a cleaner look and feel, and greater
ease of compiling and review
y New and revised bar charts show information graphically
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EEAC Quarterly Report- Qualitative
y Per Council request, the narrative report will include a

discussion of progress on the February 13, 2013
Council Priorities
y Report to continue to include updates on program
information, EM&V, and statewide marketing
y PAs will highlight special focus topics from that
quarter
y Reporting on performance metrics will occur in Q2
and Q4, as agreed to by the PAs, DOER, and AG in
the 2013-2015 Term Sheets
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New Quarterly Report Flat-File Format

New Quarterly Report – Sample Chart

Electric Statewide Spend Compared to Goal
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DPU Plan-Year Performance ReportsOverview
y Statewide focus
y Shorter, more consolidated than 2010-2012 Annual

Reports
y Data-driven
y Results-focused
y Limited narrative, which would include discussion of
Council Priorities
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DPU Plan-Year Performance ReportsEvaluation Results
y Report to take evaluation results into account so PAs can make

continual improvements with best available evaluation data
y Include a Report-Version TRM to show effects of new
evaluations on actual data
y Lock in evaluated results for each Plan year- each Plan year’s
evaluated results from Plan-Year Report will be used in threeyear performance reports (evaluated values will not be updated
with new factors in three-year performance report)

•
•

Maintain data consistency in Three-year Performance Report with results
that were disseminated annually internally and externally (legislative
report, ACEEE)
Greater evaluation reliability when evaluation results are used with the
year’s data that was studied

•
•

Some evaluations (e.g., large C&I) are project specific
Study/program parity- e.g., would not make sense to use 2015 evaluation
factors on 2013 data if program was re-designed in 2014
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D.P.U. 08-50 Tables
y Convert to a pivot table format to harmonize with other

reporting, assist in quality control, and allow for multiple
outputs
y Retain basic current output format, with revisions based
on experience over the last three years
• Working group to determine which tables people don’t use, and which

•
•

ones could be improved- examples include:
• Outsource table at sector level
• Combine TR cost and Cost-Effectiveness Tables
• Electric EERF revisions or removal - can either match actual EERF or
approximate budget (current) – misleading to many stakeholders
• Remove or revise Master Summary Table for usefulness
Minor corrections for accuracy and consistency
Retaining current format will facilitate comparisons to 2010-2012 Plan
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Path Forward
y Reporting should balance frequency and level of

detail with cost, timeliness, and value of information.
Cost

Value

Determine the cost of
multiple reports and
the process of
aggregating data to a
statewide view. Costs
to customers increase
as data requirements
expand.

Seek data that leads
to energy savings and
achievement of GCA
goals.

Level of Detail

Timeliness

Sector, program or
measure?

Three-Year, annual,
quarterly, or monthly?
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